**25mm VIS-NIR COMPACT FIXED FOCAL LENGTH LENS**

**FOCAL LENGTH** 25.00mm
**FOV RANGE ON 2/3" SENSOR** 61.4mm - 30.9°
**FOV RANGE ON 1/2" SENSOR** 35mm - 19.8°
**FOV RANGE ON 1/3" SENSOR** 25.4mm - 14.5°
**WORKING DISTANCE** 100mm - ∞
**APERTURE (f/#)** f1.4 - F17

**DIMENSIONS ARE FOR REFERENCE ONLY**

**SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE**

*ALSO INCLUDES RECESSED SET SCREW OPTION

**OVERALL LENGTH** 30.43mm [1.198”]
**MAXIMUM OUTER DIAMETER** Ø31.00mm [1.22”]
**DISTANCE TO FRONT ELEMENT** 11.69mm [.46”]
**M25.5x0.5 FILTER THREAD**
**FOCUS ADJUSTMENT**
**FOCUS LOCK SCREW**
**IRIS ADJUSTMENT**
**IRIS LOCK SCREW**
**MAX REAR PROTRUSION** 1.39mm [.055”]
**1”-32 UN-2B C-MOUNT**

**EDMUND OPTICS**

**DWG NO** 67715
**REV** 000
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